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Presentation Notes
Welcome to the LAS Links Online DRC INSIGHT Training.  We thank you in advance for taking the time today to listen to this important information.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to introduce myself and my co-presenters. I’m Lori Bierbaum, and I am the Senior Program Lead for the CT LAS Links Assessment at DRC. With me are three consultants from the Connecticut State Department of Education: Janet Stuck, who focuses on special populations and their access to summative assessments, Michael Sabados who handles data and reporting for summative assessments, and Cristi Alberino, who concentrates on the administration of Smarter Balanced Interim and Summative Assessments. We will provide contact information for all CSDE and DRC team members who support English learners and ELACs at the end of this training. 
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Questions and Accessing Presentation 

• Please be sure you are muted.
• If you have a question, please add it to the Teams chat.

• We will monitor the chat, but we may not answer all 
questions immediately if the content of the question will be 
answered later in the training.

• Any major questions will be addressed at the end of the 
presentation, but before we move on to the Student 
Experience.

• A scripted PDF and a live recording of this presentation will be 
posted to the CSDE DRC LAS Links website following the last 
training.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please be sure you are muted. This reduces background noise as we move through the presentation.If you have a question, please add it to the Teams chat.We will monitor chat, but we may not answer all questions immediately if the content of the question will be answered in the training.Any major questions will be addressed at the end of the presentation, but before we move onto the Student Experience.Yes, This presentation will be posted to the CSDE DRC LAS Links website following the last training and there is a streamline live recording of this presentation by Cristi that will also be posted to the website.
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ELAC Workshop Overview
What’s New in 2022
Critical Dates and Communications 
Before Test Administration

• Creating Student Groups
• Test Sessions
• Accommodation Guidelines 

During Test Administration
• Environment
• Test Management 
• Appeals

After Test Administration
The Student Experience
Contact Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this training, we will provide valuable information to support you as you assess Connecticut’s English learners using the LAS Links in the spring of 2022. Using last years’ administration to guide us, we developed this training to address the difficulties districts experienced before, during, and after testing. We also moved the Student Experience section to the end of the training. For those ELACs who have participated in LAS Links training over the years, this section of the training has not changed and offers no new information. By moving it to the end of the training, it offers a clear stopping point during which you are welcome to sign out. 



What’s New in 2022

• Form E Operational Field Test
• Comprehensive Test Administration Manual
• Revised DRC INSIGHT Portal Guide applicable to CSDE 

Contract clients
• No Merging - All four domains must be in the same test 

session
• No Test Ticket Swaps - Regeneration of tests only
• On-Demand Reports not available during testing window

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year, Form E, an operational field test, will be administered. This does not change the validity of this assessment. Information on what is new and different regarding the Form E can be found in the informational flyer on the CSDE DRC LL website. We released information several months ago so that you all could become familiar with the Form E changes.To accompany this new form, we revised the LAS Links Test Administration Manual to be a comprehensive document that includes vital information about the administration of this assessment. That document is now available on our Connecticut DRC LAS Links site. You will also find DRC INSIGHT Portal Guide on that site by the end of November. As we move through this training, you will learn more about a few changes in how appeals are handled. The first change is that the results of students who are placed and tested in different sessions will not be merged after the assessment window closes. The second change addresses test ticket swaps. This is when the test ticket of one student is incorrectly given to another student who then begins testing. This year, we will not be able to work behind the scenes to move students’ responses to the correct test ticket. Ticket swaps will result in one or both sessions being regenerated, meaning that one or both students will be forced to retest. Lastly, On-Demand Reports will not be available during the testing window. Districts will not be able to use this tool to view student results during the assessment window. We will point out the tools available to confirm that students have participated, but no results will be shared during the test window.
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CT LAS Links Important Dates
Testing Window January 3 - March 4, 2022

Event Date
Outplaced students and DA lists to district November 5, 2021
Training “Sandbox” access window November 8, 2021

Test Session scheduling in DRC INSIGHT Portal open for 
ELACs December 6, 2021

Accommodations open in DRC INSIGHT Portal for ELACs December 6, 2021-
March 4, 2022

Alternate Assessment Eligibility and Domain Exemption 
Registration

November 19, 2021-
December 22, 2021

Accommodated/Paper Form Order Submission
By December 17, 2021, for January 6, 2022, delivery
By January 7 for January 15, 2022, delivery

December 17, 2021
or January 7, 2022

Final date to request completed District Accommodated/Paper 
Form UPS Pick-up to send to DRC for processing February 18, 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of the important dates concerning LAS Links, many of which occur before the testing window opens on January 3rd. This list of dates is also available in the LAS Links Test Administration Manual.Handing off these next few slides to Janet
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Communications

All ELACs should receive the Student Assessment News, 
for critical assessment information. Register here.

Additional email communications from CSDE or DRC should be 
disseminated to appropriate staff including the District 
Administrator in TIDE (DA) and the Special Education Director.

Work with your technology staff to “allow list” 
@datarecognitioncorp.com.

For more information visit:
• CSDE English Learners (EL) Web Page
• EdSight
• Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can guess, the beginning of any school year is all about setting the stage for future communication. It is recommended that all ELACs register for the Student Assessment News. We expect ELACs to share the communications from the CSDE and DRC with staff, including the District Administrator for testing and Special Education Director. Remember, as the ELAC, you are our point of contact in the district!Should you miss a communication, we post all important information on the CT DRC LAS Links site, the CSDE Assessment web pages, and the updated CT Portal. Please let your IT staff know that the DRC email address, @datarecognitioncorp.com, should be on the allow list so important notices from DRC are not blocked, quarantined, or sent to the SPAM folder.

https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Student-Assessment/Student-Assessment-News/Student-Assessment-News
https://cambiumast.us17.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=03bc78f25f4b8e4329a828d42&id=16cfbaab0e
mailto:contact@datarecognitioncorp.com
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/English-Learners/English-Learners
http://edsight.ct.gov/SASPortal/main.do
https://laslinks.com/connecticut-information/


Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website

The CT LAS Links Test Administration has its own site. 
– Find the section titled, Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website for 

all CT specific information including non-secure administration, 
scoring, and reporting guidance documents and videos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything that we cover in this training can be found on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links web site. Bookmark this web site! It is specific to CT and contains valuable information for all ELACs and technology contacts regarding reference materials, training, and communication reminders. 

https://laslinks.com/connecticut-information/
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Participation Expectations

• Students in Grades K-12 identified as English learners 
(ELs) participate between January 3 - March 4, 2022.

• Reporting Districts are responsible for testing ELs who 
are in PSIS who attend or are enrolled in:
 Connecticut public schools;
 In-state Approved Private Special Education 

Programs (APSEPs); 
 A Non-Approved Private School in Connecticut; 
 Judicial Centers;
 Transition/Vocational Service Providers; and
 Out-of-State schools. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Connecticut public school students are reported in the Public School Information System or PSIS. Students in Grades K-12, identified as an English learner in PSIS, are expected to participate in annual English language proficiency testing in accordance with state and federal regulations. The testing window for this school year is January 3 - March 4, 2022.Reporting Districts are ultimately accountable for ensuring the testing of ELs recorded in PSIS, including ELs who have an active Individualized Education Program (IEP) or Section 504 plan. These dually identified students may be placed in district public schools or facilities that include in-state Approved Private Special Education Programs (APSEPs); Non-Approved Private Schools in Connecticut; Judicial Centers; Transition/Vocational Service Providers; and out-of-state schools. Please note, we will be discussing the participation expectations for dually identified students with IEPs and Section 504 plans later in this training. 



• All identified students are expected to test. Special attention may 
be required for dually identified students based on access needs 
or placement.

• A list of students enrolled in APSEPs based on the PSIS collection 
will be provided to ELACs on November 5, 2021, for planning and 
communication purposes. These students are included in the DRC 
Student Management System.

• ELACs will need to work closely with district staff to identify 
students placed outside the district particularly in out-of-state 
facilities. These students are also included in the Student 
Management System and districts determine how these students 
will be tested. If the student is placed out-of-state, the 
Accommodated/Paper test form is required.

Dually Identified Students Placed in APSEPs and   
English Learners Placed Out-of-State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reporting district is responsible for testing all their students who are identified as ELs and registered in PSIS. Special attention may be required for dually identified students based on their access needs or special placement. This includes those students who are English learners but are enrolled in approved private special education programs in Connecticut. A list of students enrolled in APSEPs based on the PSIS collection will be provided to ELACs on November 5, 2021, for planning and communication purposes. These students are included in the DRC Student Management System.ELACs must work closely with district staff to identify students placed outside the district. It is important to remember that districts should only be reporting those students with disabilities attending approved (or non-approved) private schools in PSIS if the district has programmatic responsibility for the student’s education through the development and implementation of an IEP.



Online testing of Form E OP FT is not allowed outside of Connecticut. Out-of-
state students must use an Accommodated/Paper Test form ordered by 
January 7, 2022.
• APSEP students will be listed under “Outplaced Schools” in the Student 

Management System to access when creating rosters.
• CT users are encouraged to practice adding in-state students outplaced to 

APSEPs to test sessions in the DRC Training Sandbox open November 8 -
December 5, 2021.

The DRC Training Sandbox reflects what users will see in their live accounts for 
associated “outplaced schools” based on PSIS.

o District:      Sales and Training District
o Site Code:    99998
o School:      CSDE OUTPLACED
o Site Code:    6199

• There are 12 demo students, one for each grade in the DRC Training Sandbox.

APSEPs Test Session Set Up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online testing of Form E, Operational Field Test is not allowed outside of the state of Connecticut. This means that out-of-state students must use an Accommodated/Paper Test form, which must be ordered by the district before January 7, 2022.APSEP students will be listed under “Outplaced Schools” in the Student Management System when creating rosters. Connecticut users are encouraged to practice adding those in-state students from approved private special education programs to test sessions in the DRC Training Sandbox available between November 8 and December 5, 2021. The DRC Training Sandbox reflects what CT users will see in their live accounts for their district associated “outplaced schools” based on PSIS student enrollments. To locate the information in the DRC Training Sandbox, use the Sales and Training District, Code 99998. The school is named CSDE Outplaced and the site code for that demo school is 6199. DRC placed 12 demo students in the school, one for each grade in the DRC Training Sandbox. We strongly encourage districts to practice adding students to sessions.
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Participation Expectations for Students Eligible 
for Alternate Assessments

Students who are dually identified (both an EL and a student with 
disabilities) and determined by the Planning and Placement 
Team (PPT), using the Connecticut Alternate Assessment 
Eligibility Form to participate in the Alternate Assessment System 
do not participate in the LAS Links assessment for the 2021-22 
school year. 

Incorrect participation will affect reporting and accountability.

The DA, SPED Director, and ELAC must work with appropriate 
school personnel to communicate that students eligible for the 
alternate assessment will not participate in the LAS Links 
testing. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students who are dually identified (both an EL and a student with disabilities) and determined by the PPT using the Connecticut Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form to participate in the Alternate Assessment System, do not participate in the LAS Links assessment for the 2021-22 school year. Incorrect participation will affect reporting and accountability.The DA and ELAC must work with appropriate school personnel to communicate that students eligible for the alternate assessment will not participate in the LAS Links testing. 

https://ct.portal.cambiumast.com/resources/alternate-assessment-system/connecticut-alternate-assessment-eligibility-form
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CSDE Test Security Policy
Violation of test security is a serious matter with far-reaching consequences. Breaches of 
test security include, but are not limited to, copying of test materials, failing to return test 
materials, coaching students, giving students answers, and/or changing students’ 
answers. Such acts may lead to the invalidation of an entire school district’s student test 
scores, disruption of the test system statewide, and legal action against the individuals 
committing the breach. A breach of test security may be dealt with as a violation of the 
Code of Professional Responsibility for Teachers, as well as a violation of other pertinent 
state and federal law and regulation. The Connecticut State Department of Education will 
investigate all such matters and pursue appropriate follow-up action. Any person found to 
have intentionally breached the security of the test system may be subject to sanctions 
including, but not limited to, disciplinary action by a local board of education, the 
revocation of Connecticut teaching certification by the State Board of Education, * and 
civil liability pursuant to federal copyright law. 

*See Section 10-145b(j) (1) of the Connecticut General Statutes, which reads in relevant 
part as follows: The State Board of Education shall revoke any certificate, authorization or 
permit issued pursuant to said sections if the holder is found to have intentionally 
disclosed specific questions or answers to students or otherwise improperly breached the 
security of any administration of a statewide examination pursuant to section 10-14n.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please be aware of and apply Connecticut’s Test Security Policy to all aspects of LAS Links assessments. This is also available in the Test Administration Manual.Handing the presentation back to Lori



Estimated Total Time to Complete
Administration of Each Subtest

NOTE: For scheduling purposes these times are recommended to complete administration of each subtest and 
include setup, logins, etc. in addition to testing

Subtest Area Estimated Time

Speaking 15 minutes – all Grades

Listening 35 minutes – Grades K, 1, 6-8, and 9-12
30 minutes – Grades 2-3, 4-5 

Reading 40 minutes – Grades K, 1, 2-3, and 4-5
50 minutes – Grades 6-8 and 9-12

Writing 30-35 minutes – Grades K, 1
40 minutes – Grades 2-12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the estimated times to administer each subtest. This time does not include calibrating headsets or any type of student preparation such as online tools training. LAS Links is an UNTIMED test. Please use these estimated times for planning purposes only.Please notice there are six LAS Links test grade-bands. They are: K, 1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, and 9-12. All tests are designed, administered, and scored the same way, and result in providing one of the five LAS Links Proficiency Levels across each subtest as well as an Overall Proficiency Level. The difference across the grade bands are the actual items. 



Before Test Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now going to cover the administrative tasks that should occur prior to testing. We’ll begin by listing the common problems experienced last year and explain the processes that should be followed.
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Common Problems - Before Testing

• Enrolling the same student in multiple testing sessions
• Not identifying students who are eligible for the Alternate 

Assessments
• Incorrectly inputting or omitting required accommodations
• Not properly training all test administrators
• Administering the Live LAS Links instead of the Practice 

Test (Online Tools Training)
• Manually adding students to the portal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using information from discussions with districts and appeals from last year, we determined that the following are common problems that impact processing tests and ultimately providing student scores. Our goal is to raise awareness around these specific issues and work to resolve the misconceptions and erroneous practices. The common problems that occurred prior to testing were:Enrolling the same student in multiple testing sessions. We had over 1000 instances of students registered to multiple test sessions. Not identifying students who are eligible for the Alternate Assessments. There were over 36 students who tested on the LAS Links that were eligible the Alternate Assessments. All those tests had to be purged, meaning there were no scores available for these students who spent a considerable amount of time on those assessments. Incorrectly inputting or omitting required accommodations. Over a dozen students were forced to retest because they were not provided with those accommodations to which they were entitled.Not properly training all test administrators led to over 490 emails for support and 249 formal appeals filed. Administering the Live LAS Links instead of the Practice Test. Some administrators used a live test ticket to give the practice test, or the Online Tools Training. Manually adding students to the portal. Students should not be manually added to the portal for any reason. Directions for the updating of student’s accommodations, demographic information, or the inclusion of a new student are all available in the Portal User Guide and in this training.We will address each of these points in detail in this section.



LAS Links INSIGHT Portal

DRC 
INSIGHT Portal

Applications

User
Management

Permissions

Student
Management

Accommodations

Test
Management

Test Session 
Creation

Testing
Status

Dashboard

On-Demand 
Reports

Interactive 
Reporting

Student 
Groups

(Optional)

Access this site at 
https://LASLinks.drcedirect.com

General 
Information

Connecticut DRC 
LAS Links 
Website

The revised LAS Links Portal 
User Guide is posted to the 
Connecticut DRC LAS Links 
web site. 
The Portal Guide contains 
step-by-step instructions for:
• Adding new users and 

assigning permissions
• Student Management and 

adding accommodations
• Creating student groups
• Checking testing status via 

the dashboard
• Create/View/Edit Test 

Sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All test management activities to prepare students for testing occur in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. There is a LAS Links Portal Guide available for step-by-step instructions. We won’t cover today how to add individual users to the portal, instead we ask that you refer to the instructions in the portal guide.The portal guide is just one resource that will be provided on the CSDE DRC LAS Links website.



Critical Resources

LAS Links Portal User Guide
• Add/Edit Users
• Create Student Groups (optional for reporting at a class level)
• Add/Edit Student Accommodations
• Utilize the Student Status Dashboard

Test Sessions: Create View and Edit

• Will be posted to the CSDE DRC LAS Links Website or instructions 
can be accessed in the LAS Links Portal User Guide.

CT LAS Links Test Administration Manual

• Provides more in-depth explanations, step-by-step online test 
directions, and accommodation guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have many valuable, updated resources posted to the CSDE DRC LAS Links web site. I am going to  highlight the most relevant for this training.As I just mentioned, our LAS Links Portal User Guide provides detailed information on how to add or edit users, create student groups, add or edit student accommodations, and utilize the student status dashboard. The LAS Links ELAC Training Materials are another valuable resource. Some of the slides in this training will be posted as separate slides decks for easy access. Our LAS Links Test Administration Manual has been completely revised this year. The TAM now includes all the relevant testing information. Instead of using this PPT as a quick guide, we suggest you now access the TAM. While this PPT offers quick insight, the TAM offers more in-depth information should there be additional questions.



Terminology

DRC INSIGHT 
Portal

The DRC INSIGHT Portal is a permission and role-
based, secure central gateway for managing testing 
programs. It includes the applications necessary to 
administer an assessment.

Application Menu Allows for tab navigation between applications, such 
as Student Management and Test Management 
within the DRC INSIGHT Portal.

Secondary Menu A list of functions within a specific application. For 
example, Manage Students within Student 
Management Application.

Central Office 
Services

Central Office Services (COS) is a set of software 
tools for the setup, configuration, and management 
of the DRC INSIGHT locally installed software – the 
COS Service Device and the secure testing devices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of important terms to remember when navigating the DRC INSIGHT Portal and reading through test-specific documentation.The DRC INSIGHT Portal is a permission and role-based, secure central gateway for managing testing programs. It includes the applications necessary to administer an assessment. The application menu in the portal allows for navigation between applications, such as Student Management and Test Management within the Portal.The system includes a secondary menu that is list of functions within a specific application. For example, Manage Students within Student Management Application.Central Office Services (COS) is a set of software tools for the setup, configuration, and management of the DRC INSIGHT locally installed software – the COS Service Device and the secure testing devices.



Terminology

DRC INSIGHT 
Secure Application

A secure testing interface that is installed on 
each testing device to provide a secure testing 
experience. This software works in conjunction 
with the DRC INSIGHT Test Engine that 
provides test questions to the test taker and 
sends responses to the DRC INSIGHT server.

DRC INSIGHT 
Secure Browser

The DRC INSIGHT Secure Browser that runs 
on Windows, macOS, and Linux testing devices 
is available for download in the DRC INSIGHT 
Portal.

DRC INSIGHT 
Secure App

The DRC INSIGHT Secure App for iOS, iPADs, 
Chrome OS, and Windows 10 in S Mode is 
available in the corresponding Operating 
System vendor’s stores.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that DRC has a secure testing interface called the DRC INSIGHT Secure Application that is installed on each testing device to provide each student with a secure testing experience. This software works in conjunction with the DRC INSIGHT Test Engine that provides test questions to the test taker and sends responses to the DRC INSIGHT server.The DRC INSIGHT Secure Application comes in two variants. One is the DRC INSIGHT Secure Browser that runs on Windows, macOS, and Linux testing devices. This version is available for download in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. The other is the DRC INSIGHT Secure App for iOS, iPADs, Chrome OS, and Windows 10 in S Mode. This second version is available in the corresponding Operating System vendor’s stores.



Creating Student Groups
(Reporting at a Class Level)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now look at Creating Student Groups.  As students are rostered into the system, they are assigned to a district and a school. If you have the need to report at a more focused level, say at a class level, you will create a Student Group. Information on how to use this optional function is available in the LAS Links Portal User Guide.



Why Use Student Groups?

• To designate a “Class” within your organization’s 
testing hierarchy, use Student Groups.

• Students Groups tie a group of students to specific 
Test Administrators for reporting. 

• If Student Groups are NOT created, when you create 
your reports in the Interactive Reporting application, 
all students will be visible to all users at that site if 
they have the appropriate permissions.

Refer to the “Creating Student Groups” section in the 
DRC INSIGHT LAS Links Portal User Guide for further 
direction on creating student groups. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you opt to designate a “Class” within your organization’s testing hierarchy, use Student Groups. Students Groups tie a group of students to specific Test Administrators for reporting. If Student Groups are NOT created, when you create your reports in the Interactive Reporting application, all students will be visible to all users at that site if they have the permissions.



Test Sessions:
Create/View/Edit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s review the various administrative tasks that can be performed for creating, viewing, editing, and monitoring test sessions within the Portal.These tasks include creating and deleting test sessions, exporting test session details, adding or removing students from test sessions, viewing and printing test session status details, and printing test tickets and rosters for the students within one or more test session. You can either access this slide deck on Create/View/Edit Test Sessions on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website under Assessment or the test session instructions are available in the portal guide.



Test Management Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the My Applications Menu, choose the Test Management application.



Manage Test Sessions: Show Sessions

Before Adding a Session, “Show 
Sessions” first. 

This will ensure you don’t 
duplicate students in a Test 
Session.

Students should appear in a 
single test session only.
This is especially important 
because the Form E OP FT has 
10 form sets behind the scenes 
that are dealt out for testing. We 
will not be able to merge 
domains after testing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is especially important this year to be sure test sessions are setup correctly because there are10 different forms for the Form E Operational Field Test! If you place students in multiple test sessions and test them across multiple test sessions, CSDE and DRC will not be able to merge sessions. While we were be able to fix this administration error behind the scenes in the past, this year we will not be able to do so. This means that students who are incorrectly placed and tested across multiple test sessions will not receive an Overall score. Without that Overall score, the student cannot exit EL status regardless of their performance on the assessment. One Test Session must include all four domains for a student.You can check to be sure students are not already in a test session. Prior to adding a Test Session, generate a list of sessions by choosing a School within a District, then clicking the button, “Show Sessions” first. All previously created sessions with these criteria will populate the page. Do this first, to ensure you don’t duplicate efforts by creating duplicate Test Sessions!



Manage Test Sessions:
Schedule Test Sessions

To add a session, 
choose District
and School (as 
applicable) from 
the drop-down 
menu, then click 
Add Session
found at the 
bottom of the 
page.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To add a session, choose district and school (as applicable) from the drop-down menu, then click Add Session found at the bottom of the page. Remember to look for outplaced schools for students in these locations.



Test Management
Schedule Test Sessions

1. Uniquely name session 
2. Choose grade band in Test 

Form
3. Choose all four subtests

• Subtests MUST be 
contained in the same 
session to generate 
Overall score!

4. Select grade within identified 
grade band

5. Highlight the students to be 
added to the session and click 
the blue right arrow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To schedule a test session, there are a few steps to follow. First, you must name your test session using a unique name so you can locate it later.  Second, choose the desired grade band from Form E. Please note that ONLY FORM E will be populated in your system for 2022. Third, choose all four available domains/subtests. Again, all four subtests MUST be contained in the same test session in order to generate Overall scores for the student.Fourth, students can only be added to assessments corresponding to their grade level as indicated in PSIS.Fifth, search for available students to assign to this test session by clicking the “Find Students” button. Then, highlight the students to be added to the session and click the blue right arrow to assign them to the session. Your last step is to click SAVE or SAVE & ADD another to complete the process. You can be more specific in your search by populating the optional fields of Student Last Name, Grade, Demographics, Accommodations, or Test Administrator. You can also use the Optional Test Monitoring Application functionality that was released last year. There will be a separate presentation available on the CSDE website if you are setting up your test sessions to include Test Monitoring Application. 



Top 5 Before Testing Reminders

Important Note: All four subtests MUST be contained in 
the same session in order to generate Overall scores.

Select ALL four available subtests for EVERY Test Session.
If you’ve created a Test Session in error without all four 

subtests, contact LAS Links Help Desk at 866.282.2250.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted earlier, we had over 1000 students placed in separate or multiple test sessions last year. We scheduled and conducted meetings and phone calls with these districts to resolve this issue. For those that we were not able to catch in time, we were able to merge behind the scenes. But again, this year we will not be able to merge. For the 2022 test administration and most likely in the future, students placed and tested across multiple sessions will not receive an Overall score and thus will not be able to exit EL status regardless of how they perform on the LAS Links. I recognize that pointing this out yet again is repetitive, but it is imperative that you walk away from this year’s training with this in the forefront of your mind so we can ensure students receive scores for their efforts, and we can avoid processing problems during reporting.



Test Management Application
Generating Test Tickets/Print All or Select 

To print all test tickets for the students in a test session, click the Print All Test 
Tickets icon    in the Action column of the Session Details window for the test 
session.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To print test tickets. Gather a list of your sessions, by choosing “Show Sessions”.Choose an individual session or multiple sessions by clicking the box to the left of the listed session. Then, use the printer icon action key to generate the Test Tickets.



Test Management Application
Sample Test Tickets

Test Ticket is for the student. Test Administrators must ensure they are handing a test 
ticket to the correct student before testing and not for the Online Tools Training (practice). 

Verify PSIS grade status before testing.

Student Roster is for the
administrator.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of the Test Tickets generated.The first part is the Student Test Roster, this will list all students in the selected test session. It includes the student’s name, date of birth, student id, username, and password credentials.The second part contains each individual student’s Test Ticket. It contains the test form, the text to speech accommodation if applicable, student id, plus their username, and password credentials. These can be distributed to the student once you are ready to test.Last year there were over 50 incidents of test tickets being handed to the wrong student, resulting in appeals.Students should not have a live test ticket in their hands if they are only taking the Online Tools Training to practice the use of the online tools, because the log in details for that practice test are available on the screen.The live test ticket should only be provided to the student when they are ready to take the live test.



Test Management Application
Adding/Removing Students - Existing Test Sessions 

Click Show Sessions

When the test session displays, click the View/Edit icon    in the Action column 
to display the Edit Test Session window for the session.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you need to edit a test session, this can only be done if no testing has begun for a student. The need for this may arise if you need to add or remove a student from the test session.To delete a test session, from the My Applications menu, select Test Management then click Manage Test Sessions. The Test Sessions page displays. To edit a Test Session, first find the Test Session. You can do this utilizing the fields provided on the top of the page or by generating a list by District and School and then scrolling through the generated list once you’ve pressed the “Show Sessions” button.



Test Management Application
Adding/Removing Students - Existing Test Sessions 

When the test session displays, click the View/Edit icon    in the Action column 
to display the Edit Test Session window for the session.

View/Edit Icon
Select Session Box

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can then select the Session from the list by clicking the box just to the left of the user’s information. From there click on the icon to the right of the page in the “Action” column that is the “Edit” button.When the test sessions are displayed, you can add or remove students to any of those sessions. Just click the View/Edit icon highlighted here in the Action column to display the Edit Test Session window for the session.



Test Management Application
Adding/Removing Students - Existing Test Sessions 

From the Edit Test Session click Find Students

Available 
Student’s box

Add, 
Remove 
buttons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The test session details will be displayed.From the Edit Test Session window, click Find Students. To add a new or walk-in tester to the test session, enter the student’s name or student ID, then click Find Student. If the student is found, select the student’s name and add them to the test session. Do not use the ‘New Student’ button – again, we do not want you to manually add new student data into the portal.Use the Add Selected, Remove Selected, Add All, and Remove All icons with the Available Students and Students in Session lists to select one or more students to remove or add. 



Test Management Application
Deleting a Test Session

When the test session displays, click the Delete icon in the Action column for 
the test session you want to remove. Session can only be deleted if no testing 
has begun.

Delete Icon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also delete a test session if you’ve created one in error – you can only delete a test session if no testing has begun.To delete a test session, start with the My Applications menu, select Test Management and then click Manage Test Sessions. The Test Sessions page displays. Enter your search criteria and click Show Sessions. Click the Delete icon in the Action column for the test session you want to remove. Handing the next few slides off to Michael



CSDE 2021-22 Online LAS Links 
Accommodation  

Guidelines 
More detailed information is available in the 2021-22 

Online LAS Links Test Administration Manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We will begin our discussion of the accommodation guidelines with important information about PSIS.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Demographic Information -
The Importance of PSIS

Records must be updated including the Testing 
Demographic Fields in the Public School Information 
System (PSIS) Registration Module:
Only students who are indicated as an EL are sent 
to DRC to be rostered in the INSIGHT System.
Do not manually add students to DRCs INSIGHT Portal 
• Causes possible errors in data 
• CSDE provides DRC a daily file of accurate student 

information
Only students identified as Special Education or Section 
504 in PSIS will be eligible for accommodations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know data reporting isn't necessarily the most exciting topic, but it's important, because ultimately this is the beginning of a process that ends with being able to provide you with your students’ assessment information. From there, you can determine how to plan next steps in instruction and keep track of your students’ growth.  For many of you, PowerSchool is your district’s data system. However, this is different from the state student database, PSIS. You should not assume that just because something is in PowerSchool it will be reported to the state. So, please be sure to work with your District PSIS Data Manager to ensure the correct student information is being reported in the state’s system. In early November, the CSDE takes a snapshot of the October 1 PSIS Collection and loads specific demographic information, such as EL Status, into the PSIS Registration module. Unlike the Collection module, Registration is a live database that reflects what is true at that particular moment. Registration is the source of student information that is sent to all our assessment vendors, including DRC. We ask - please do not manually add students to DRC’s portal. Once students are properly registered, they will be provided to DRC in a daily file. When you manually add students, it causes errors that may affect the reporting of that student’s results.It is important to note that only students who were identified as ELs have their information sent to DRC to be rostered in the INSIGHT System. 



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

PSIS Updates

Students identified as EL, Special Education, or Section 
504 after October 1, 2021, must have their status manually 
updated in the PSIS Registration Module as soon as 
possible to be included in the nightly test file uploads to be 
eligible to test and receive accommodations.
During the assessment window, CSDE exports new 
demographic information in PSIS to DRC daily, Monday 
through Friday. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, an obvious question is what about those students who weren't an EL in my district on October 1st or who weren't even in my district on October 1st? That information needs to be added manually by your PSIS Data Manager to the Registration module.We will begin sending DRC student information in early November. Once the assessment window opens, CSDE exports student demographic information from PSIS to DRC daily, Monday through Friday. This daily export of information allows the CSDE to detect those students who were newly identified as ELs or who are new to your district and subsequently send their information to DRC. And now I’ll hand the next few slides on Accommodations off to Janet



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

LAS Links Accommodation Preparation 
• Establish district procedures and communicate regularly about 

students who are ELs and those English Learners who are dually 
identified. 

• The language learning needs of students who are dually identified 
need to be represented at the PPT (Dear Colleague Letter 1/7/15).

• Accommodations used for instruction and assessment as 
described on page 8 of the IEP and within the Section 504 Plan 
may be provided to dually identified students on the LAS Links.

• ELACs enter accommodations into the DRC INSIGHT Portal (DRC 
Category 3) for eligible students beginning December 6, 2021.

• Supports considered similar to universal tools or designated 
supports on other CT assessments are not recorded in the online 
LAS Links student management application but should be 
provided to students as described in their IEP or Section 504 plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only ELs identified as special education or section 504 students in PSIS will be eligible for accommodations. Your PSIS coordinator can provide rosters of these students. Other district personnel are also critical to the integration and successful testing of all Connecticut’s students. Specific individuals acting in the roles of English Learner Assessment Coordinator (ELAC), District Administrator For Testing in TIDE (DA), and the District Special Education Director need to communicate regularly to be effective. For high school students, the Connecticut SAT School Coordinator, and the Connecticut SAT Students with Disabilities Coordinator (SSD) are also critical to ensuring all students are tested in the appropriate assessments, including the LAS Links, with the appropriate accommodations.ELACs should enter accommodations in the DRC INSIGHT portal for eligible student beginning December 6, 2021. DRC categorizes supports into three levels, with an accommodation in the highest level of support, Category 3. Some supports that fall into Categories 1 or 2, that are similar to the universal tools or designated supports in our other summative assessments, are not recorded in the online LAS Links system. That does not mean that they should not be noted by the proctor and provided accordingly to those students who need and use those tools regularly.

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleague-el-201501.pdf


CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Eligibility for Accommodations on the LAS Links
Each student participating must meet each of the following 
components of the eligibility criteria for each applicable subtest 
of the LAS Links:

1. Student is identified as an English Learner in PSIS; AND
2. Student is identified as a student with disabilities with an 

active IEP or Section 504 plan; AND
3. The need for any accommodation must be documented in 

the IEP or the Section 504 Plan and used regularly for 
instruction and assessment; AND

4. Student requires one or more of the allowable 
accommodations described in this training and the 2021-22 
Online LAS Links Test Administration Manual.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each student participating must meet each of the following components of the eligibility criteria for each applicable subtest of the LAS Links:The student is identified as a student with disabilities who has an active IEP or Section 504 Plan and the documented accommodation is used regularly for instruction and assessment; and the student requires one or more of the allowable accommodations described in this training and the 2021-22 Online LAS Links Test Administration Manual.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ELs Enrolled In Approved Private Special 
Education Programs

• Each reporting district is responsible for testing all ELs in Grade K-12 
with the LAS Links between January 3, 2022, and March 4, 2022. 
Some ELs attend Approved Private Special Education Programs 
(APSEPs). 

• ELACs are responsible for ensuring these APSEP students are 
assessed within the test window.

• Each APSEP has a designated DA to support testing of enrolled 
students with disabilities. Please communicate with them to set up 
testing sessions.
Initial topics for discussion may include:

• Does the dually identified EL have a significant cognitive 
disability? 

• Does the dually identified EL require accommodations for the 
LAS Links?

• Does the English learner have one-to-one support?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please continue to work with your special education staff and District Administrators. Each reporting district is responsible for testing all ELs in Grade K-12 with the LAS Links between January 3, and March 4, 2022. Some ELs attend Approved Private Special Education Programs. ELACs are responsible for ensuring these students enrolled in an APSEP are assessed within the test window. Each APSEP has a designated DA to support the testing of enrolled students with disabilities. Please communicate with them to set up testing sessions.�When you speak to them, initial topics for discussion may include the following questions. Does the dually identified EL have a significant cognitive disability? Does the dually identified EL require accommodations for the LAS Links? And lastly, does the English learner have one-to-one support?
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Available Accommodations

The following accommodations are available. 
• Braille
• Large-print
• Read Aloud, Scribe, and Sign Language
• Text-to-Speech (TTS)
For full descriptions, procedures and recommendations for 
use, review the Test Administration Manual posted to the 
Connecticut DRC LAS Links website. 
Note: Each accommodation must be documented in the 
IEP or Section 504 plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full descriptions of each of the following available accommodations and recommendations for their use are detailed in the Test Administration Manual posted to the Connecticut DRC LAS Links web site. If a student is accommodated with Speech to Text, the student should use a scribe. Unlike our other assessments, if a scribe or read aloud is a documented accommodation, no additional documentation or special accommodations petition is required for the LAS Links.ELACS can order braille or large-print booklets using the Connecticut 2022 LAS Links Accommodated/Paper Materials Order form also available on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links web site. Again, each accommodation must be documented in the IEP or Section 504 plan.

https://laslinks.com/connecticut-information/


CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Available Accommodations –
Text-to-Speech

• Determine if student requires TTS for Reading passages first, 
because this accommodation impacts both Reading and Writing 
and is a specific test form. 

• For TTS, the computer reads all text including passages to the 
student. for both Reading and Writing. If accommodation is 
selected, it will be automatically provided for Writing.

• Only dually identified students with Reader for Passages 
accommodation (typically for a print disability) may have the TTS 
LAS Links if documented in their IEP or Section 504 Plan and if 
used for instruction.

• Students who are not eligible for TTS but need the TTS 
accommodation for the Writing content may have a human reader 
for the Writing content only. Remember, those students who

have TTS for Reading will also have TTS for Writing. 
LAS Links Read Aloud Functionality Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I just noted, there is a text-to-speech accommodation available for eligible students on the LAS Links. The first step to providing this accommodation is to determine if a student has a documented print disability and that the IEP or 504 Plan determine that the student needs the accommodation of Reader for Passages. The next question you should ask is if the student needs a human reader or can that student use the TTS feature in the Online LAS Links. If it is determined that the student requires TTS, and TTS is chosen by the ELAC in the system as an accommodation, the student will automatically receive TTS in both the Reading and the Writing subtests. That is why this accommodation must be determined before testing. It impacts multiple subtests and the specific test form the student will be given.Only dually identified students who have the accommodation of Reader for Passages may have the TTS accommodation for the LAS Links. Again, it must be described in their IEP or Section 504 Plan and it must be used during instruction. Students who do not have TTS selected for Reading because they are not eligible to have passages read to them, but need the TTS accommodation for the Writing content, may have a human reader for Writing only. Be aware that several sections of the assessment are automatically read aloud to students. To learn which content is read aloud, even when no accommodations are selected, review the chart linked on this page. Our recommendation is to set TTS accommodations prior to creating a test session even though TTS accommodations can be set before or after a student is in a test session. Test Tickets may need to be reprinted if the student is already in a test session and this accommodation is added. If a student has already logged in to test and notices they are missing the TTS accommodation, an appeal will need to be submitted before the student can begin a regenerated test session with the accommodation available.

http://laslinks.com/PDFs/LAS_Links_Read_Aloud_Functionality_Forms_E_F.pdf
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ELs with Significant Cognitive Disabilities 
Eligible for Alternate Assessments

Students with an IEP who have evidence of a significant 
cognitive disability as determined by their PPT via the 
Connecticut Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form may 
participate in the Alternate Assessment System. These students 
are not eligible to participate in the LAS Links because this test 
is inappropriate for them.

The EL status will remain the same for the following school year 
for students eligible for the Alternate Assessment System. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A subset of students with an active IEP participate in Connecticut’s Alternate Assessment System in English for language arts and math, and when in Grades 5, 8, and 11, in Science. These students in Grades 3-8 and 11 are approved by their Planning and Placement Team (PPT) using the CT Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form. This form is submitted electronically by a CSDE Trained Teacher Administering the Alternate Assessment (TEA). For English Learners, the Connecticut Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form must be submitted between November 19 and December 22, 2021. The DA and ELAC must work with appropriate school personnel to communicate that students who are dually identified and eligible for the alternate assessment will not participate in the LAS Links testing and will be excluded from reporting and accountability.The EL status for these Alternate Assessment eligible students (in Grades K-12) will not change for the following school year.Last year we had 739 students who were dually identified as having a significant cognitive disability and, therefore, not eligible for the LAS Links.

https://ct.portal.cambiumast.com/resources/alternate-assessment-system/connecticut-alternate-assessment-eligibility-form


CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ELs with Significant Cognitive Disabilities 
Eligible for Alternate Assessments

ELs in Grades 3-8 and 11:

• Whose PPT has determined they are eligible for the Alternate 
Assessment System do not participate in the LAS Links for the 2021-
22 school year.

• A CSDE Trained Teacher Administering the Alternate Assessment (TEA) 
submits the Connecticut Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form via the 
DEI between November 19 and December 22, 2021. 

ELs in Grades K-2, 9, 10, and 12:

• Whose PPT uses the Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form as a 
reference to determine if students meet the alternate assessment 
criteria does not participate in the LAS Links for the 2021-22 school 
year. CSDE must be informed between November 19 and December 
22, 2021, on the English Learners with Significant Cognitive Disabilities 
Potentially Eligible for Alternate Assessments - 2021-22 form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where communication between the Special Education Director, the DA, and the ELAC is of the utmost importance! Again, those ELs in Grade 3-8 and 11 whose PPT designates that they are eligible for the alternate assessments, do not participate in the LAS Links. These students’ teachers submit the Alternate Assessment Eligibility form electronically through the DEI, providing documentation to the CSDE that these students are not participating in the LAS Links. For English Learners, the Connecticut Alternate Assessment Eligibility Form must be submitted between November 19 and December 22, 2021. But for student in grades where there is no statewide summative testing, Grades k-2, 9, 10, and 12, the PPT should use the alternate assessment eligibility form as a reference to determine those students and inform the CSDE between November 19 and December 22, 2021, using the English Learners with Significant Cognitive Disabilities Potentially Eligible for Alternate Assessments - 2021-22 form. 

https://ct.portal.cambiumast.com/resources/alternate-assessment-system/connecticut-alternate-assessment-eligibility-form
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc94DE2S7jlaoGwSMxuoI035OrZt6k7TGwWMkQC5Sn1K1MonA/viewform
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ELs Not Able to Access Subtest Due to Disability

If a student is identified as D(d)eaf or hard of hearing, they may not 
be not be able to participate in the Listening subtest due to this 
disability. 
ELs with an IEP or 504 Plan may be non-verbal and, even when 
provided assistive technology or augmentative and alternate 
communication supports, may not be able to participate in the 
Speaking subtest. 
EL students with an IEP or Section 504 Plan who cannot access the 
Listening or Speaking domains due to their disability may request a 
domain exemption for the applicable subtest. CSDE adjusts 
reporting and composite scores for these students (i.e., Overall, 
composite, literacy, comprehension, and productive scores) 
submitting the request by December 22, 2021.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If identified as (D)deaf or hard of hearing with an IEP or Section 504 Plan, a student may not be able to participate in the Listening subtest. Some ELs with an IEP or Section 504 Plan may be non-verbal and even when provided assistive technology or augmentative and alternate communication supports, may not be able to participate in the Speaking subtest. Last year we had 28 students who received exemptions from the Listening subtest and 26 students who received exemptions from Speaking due to a disability. LAS Links reporting and composite scores for these students will be adjusted (i.e., Overall, composite, literacy, comprehension, and productive scores).ELACs must complete the LAS Links Domain Exemption Students by December 22, 2021.You will be asked to provide the student’s SASID, grade, district, school, primary disability category, and the ELAC’S name and phone number.
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English Learners Eligible for an 
Accommodated/Paper Form

Some students cannot participate in the Online LAS Links 
assessment and are eligible for a paper test form. Students 
recorded in PSIS who are:

• Attending Connecticut public schools, including state APSEPS, 
who have an active IEP or Section 504 plan documenting a 
need for a paper-test, braille, or large print test form due to a 
disability. 

• Enrolled in:
– APSEPs without access to the online LAS Links testing 

platform; or
– Out-of-State schools.

Note: 
There is no Form E Paper Test students will receive Form C.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very small group of dually identified students will require an Accommodated/Paper Form for testing due to a disability or educational placement. These must be ordered using the Connecticut 2022 LAS Links Accommodated/Paper Materials Order Form available on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links website.
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Accommodated/Paper Form Order Process

ELACs complete and submit the Connecticut 2022 LAS Links 
Accommodated/Paper Materials Order Form before January 7, 
2022, at the latest. 
The final date to request UPS Pick-up to send completed test 
documents DRC for processing is February 18, 2022. 
This requirement for a timely return shortens the test window for 
these students, so be sure to order early and schedule testing early 
in the window.

The Accommodated/Paper Materials Order Form will be posted to 
the Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website and the CSDE website.
ELACS must:

• order the appropriate LAS Links paper version; 
• manage the administration of the paper form; and,
• maintain all mailing and tracking receipts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once orders are received and processed, accommodated paper test booklets, braille, and large print tests are packaged within 24 hours and shipped. Shipping time to CT is generally 3-4 days via UPS.

https://laslinks.com/connecticut-information/
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Student-Assessment/ELP-Assessment/English-Language-Proficiency-Assessment---LAS-Links/Documents
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2022 Connecticut 
LAS Links Accommodated/Paper Materials Order

• Expect materials to 
arrive separately

• Test Coordinator Kit 
Materials are shipped 
from DRC Maple Grove 
office

• Test Materials are 
shipped from DRC 
Brooklyn Park Office

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communicate with appropriate staff to gather accommodation information so you can submit one district-level order form. The sooner you obtain the information and order the better. Timely orders will allow you to have more time to test prior to February 18, 2022 - the final return pick up date.
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ELAC Considerations for Entering Student 
Accommodations

• ELAC works closely with the PSIS Coordinator, DA, SPED 
Director, and teachers to confirm accommodations for each 
student and subtest. Students may require one or more 
accommodations in at least one subtest. 

• ELAC MUST confirm the student has not started testing prior 
to or during the time accommodations are being entered. 

• ELACs maintain and disseminate, in a confidential manner, to 
staff a list of actual accommodations to ensure they are 
provided by proctors appropriately to each student in each 
subject.

• ELAC enters accommodations under Student Management 
during the LAS Links Accommodation Window:

December 6, 2021 - March 4, 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As defined by CSDE guidelines, accommodations are allowable for dually identified students only. ELACs are required to record accommodations as previously discussed for each subtest in which the student has one or more accommodation. The process will be discussed in a moment.
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Procedures For Entering Student Accommodations

• Accommodations are recorded online for each subtest, 
for each student identified as both an English Learner 
and a student with a disability. These students may 
require one or more accommodations in at least one 
subtest. 

• In the DRC portal, under Student Management, the 
ELAC will indicate in each subject area if a student has 
one or more accommodations in that subject by checking 
Category 3.

• If a change is made to demographics at any time or a 
change is made to accommodations while a student is 
currently testing, significant consequences for student 
testing, scoring, and reporting will occur.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the LAS Links program, the CSDE requires that accommodations listed as Category 3 in the portal are provided to eligible students. It is critical that no changes or additions other than the accommodations be entered in the demographic area to ensure accurate recording and scoring.  If a change is made to demographics, or if changes are made to accommodations while a student is currently testing, significant consequences for student testing, scoring, and reporting will occur.And now I’ll hand the slides regarding entering accommodations in the portal over to Lori



Recording Accommodations
Be Sure to Enter Accommodations 

in Column for Form E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Michael and Janet have mentioned, you will be entering the accommodations in the Portal.ELACs will be granted permission to add accommodations “turn on” Text-to-Speech for a particular student, one-by-one in the system. In this section,  we will demonstrate the steps required to complete this action.



Accommodations for a student must be entered prior to testing 
by that student. Enter Accommodations under Form E column. 

Accommodations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like last year, we no longer have limited entry windows. This means you may enter accommodations for eligible students throughout the testing window. We are allowing this because we trust that you will follow the guidelines. Do not manually add students to the portal! All new students, or what you may believe are missing students, will be added to PSIS. You cannot modify student details or student demographics. Once students are properly registered, they will be provided to DRC in a daily file. Only the Accommodations tab can be edited and should be entered prior to the student being tested.For the 2021-2022 school year, indicate accommodations for students in Column E. otherwise the accommodations will not reported out if you enter accommodations in one of the other columns.



Student Management Application

Step 1: Manage Students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where the accommodations will be entered. From the My Applications Menu, choose the Student Management application.



Recording Accommodations: 
By Individual Student

Step 2: Select a District and School, then select Find Students.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You must first find the student in the INSIGHT Portal.All students have been assigned to a school within a district.So, the first step is to choose a school within a district and click Find Students. The other search fields provided are optional. All the students meeting that criteria will populate at the bottom portion of the page.



Recording Accommodations: 
By Individual Student

Step 3: Choose from the list for whom you must assign or remove 
accommodations by clicking the Edit Action button to the right of the 
student.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you find the individual student for whom would like to add the accommodation, choose the View/Edit Action button to the right of the student. This action button allows you to view/edit the student’s data.



Recording Accommodations: 
By Individual Student

Step 4: Click on the Accommodations tab on the Edit Student screen.

Enter Accommodations under English Form E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELACs will be able to indicate if an individual student has one or more accommodations in a subtest area during the entry window. Since this is all completed by the ELAC, if they see incorrect student data, they will need to contact their PSIS coordinator or the CSDE. We do not allow for changes to be made on the Student Details or Student Demographics tab.For the 2021-2022 school year indicate accommodations for students in Column E.



Recording Accommodations: 
By Individual Student

Step 5: Scroll down and choose only Category 3 as applicable for 
each of the domains for which the accommodation(s) are administered.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As defined by CSDE guidelines, accommodations are allowable for dually identified students only. ELACs are required to select Category 3 accommodations, as previously discussed, for each subtest in which the student has one or more accommodation.For LAS Links, choose Category 3 when any accommodation defined in the LAS LINKS CSDE Accommodation Guidelines is provided to an eligible student.If you want to add the additional accommodation of text-to-speech to just one of the students, please do that individually. 



Resources:
Acclimate Students to 

Technology Prior to Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We really believe that it is a best to have students practice in the system prior to testing. We don’t want technology to interfere with the determination of their English Proficiency Level.



Have the students use the Online Tools Training to prepare them to use the 
Technology prior to testing.

Use Google Chrome unless you 
have an iPad, then use the 
Safari browser.

English & Spanish Versions 
available.

Do not use a students live test 
ticket during Online Tools 
Training.

https://wbte.drcedirect.com/LL/portals/ll
For practice test (Online Tools Training) only, the username and password                   

are provided on the login screen. 

Practice Test/Online Tools Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Practice test is really a training system to test the online tools. Students will not be able to take an actual practice test. The credentials to use the Online Tools Training practice are provided for each child on the screen as seen here in a red square. Do not provide a student with their live test ticket when taking the Online Tools Training. As we mentioned earlier, students should only have the actual test tickets in hand for the live test.It should be noted while the live test is only available in English, the Practice Tests are available in English and Spanish because the students are only practicing using the available tools.

https://wbte.drcedirect.com/LL/portals/ll


Students Use PROVIDED Login 
Information

The Username and 
Password login is 
not case sensitive.

Credentials for the 
Practice Test (Online 
Tools Training) only 
- are built into the 
Practice Test Login 
Page.

The test ticket 
contains access to 
the live test not the 
Practice Test!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Credential information for the PRACTICE TEST is built into the Practice Test Login Page.Login information is NOT case sensitive for the Practice Test. Be sure students only use the login information on the screen for the Practice Test. For the practice test, students should not have their live test tickets with them – they’ll only use the credentials on the screen.Handing these next few slides over to Michael



During Test Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are ready to focus on the test administration. 
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Common Problems - During Testing

• Retesting a student (i.e., some students were tested 
subtest multiple times)

• Testing a student without accommodations or with 
incorrect accommodations

• Test ticket switches
• Not reporting irregularities in a timely manner
• Teachers administering the test not actively monitoring 

students during testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to those issues we experienced before testing, we have a list of most common issues that occurred during testing. We are providing guidance to you to help ensure these problems do not occur this year.Retesting students. Or testing students who were eligible for the alternate assessments. We had 36 students tested who were not eligible to take the LAS Links.Testing students without accommodations is another problem districts experienced. There were 12 students who had to be retested because they were not provided with accommodations or were given the wrong accommodations.After just the first month of testing, 32 test ticket switches occurred. Not reporting irregularities in a timely mannerTeachers administering the test not actively monitoring students during testing led to 75 students submitting the test before they were finished and 13 improprieties, mostly around the use of a cell phone during testing. Overall, we had 71 appeals that were simple administration errors.
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Reminder: No Merging

Students should appear in a single test session only.
This is especially important because the Form E OP FT has 
10 form sets behind the scenes that are dealt out for 
testing. 
We will not be able to merge domains after testing. 
This means a student will not receive an Overall or other 
composite scores.
A student who does not receive an Overall score 
cannot exit EL status for that year. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even at the risk of being redundant, we cannot stress enough that students who are incorrectly placed and tested in multiple test sessions by a district will not receive an Overall score. Normally, we would merge those sessions behind the scenes, but with Form E we will not be able to do this. Students who do not receive an Overall score cannot exit EL status for that year.



• When student is registered in PSIS in the same district but in a 
new school, the student is rostered in the same district but in 
a new school in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. 

• The ELAC must check the student’s profile and look for the 
existing test ticket assigned to that student and their test-taking 
status. 

• Test results for the student will remain at the previous school 
(the one where the test session/test ticket was created) in the 
DRC INSIGHT Portal.

• Test results in EdSight follow the student.

Student Mobility – Within Same District

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that students will move between schools, within the same district, during the testing window.As soon as the student is registered in PSIS in the same district but in a new school, then the student is rostered in the same district but in a new school in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. The ELAC who has district permissions must check the student’s profile and look for any existing test ticket assigned to that student and their test taking status. 



• If the student started testing one subtest, the student MUST
finish testing with the test ticket and all remaining subtests in 
that test session created at the previous school.

o The test ticket should be securely provided from one 
school to the other so the student can resume testing. If 
this does not occur, the student will not receive an Overall 
score and the student will not be eligible to exit EL status.

• If the student has not started any testing, the student can be 
placed in a new test session at the new school and begin 
testing.

Student Mobility – Within Same District

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the student starts testing, the student MUST finish testing all remaining subtests using the original test ticket. The test ticket should be securely provided from the original school to the new school so the student can resume testing with the original test ticket. If this does not occur, the student will not receive an Overall score and the student will not be eligible to exit EL status.If the student has not started any testing, the student can be placed in a new test session at the new school and begin testing.�Test results for the student will remain at the previous school (the one where the test session and test ticket were created) in the DRC INSIGHT Portal.Test results in EdSight follow the student not the session.



• As soon as the student is registered in the PSIS in the new 
district in a new school, the student is rostered in the new 
district and a new school in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. 

• The ELAC at the new district/school (student moved from one 
district to another) will not be able to view the test session 
from the previous facility.

• Test results for the student will remain at the previous district 
and school (the one where the test session/test ticket was 
created) in the DRC INSIGHT Portal.

• Test results in EdSight results follow the student.

Student Mobility – To a New District

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is very important to follow these instructions – as we’ve mentioned multiple times that we cannot merge subtests. As soon as the student is registered in the PSIS in a new district and therefore, a new school, then the student is rostered in the new district and school in the DRC INSIGHT Portal. When a student moves from one district to another, the ELAC at the new district will not be able to view the test session from the previous district.



• If a school has a new student from a different district – contact 
the ELAC from the original district first to see if the student has 
started testing and which subtests were taken. 

• To view ELAC Contact Information: 
http://edsight.ct.gov/SASPortal/main.do

• If testing has started, the same test ticket must be securely 
sent, and the student MUST finish testing with that test ticket in 
that same test session. If this does not occur, the student will 
not receive an Overall score and the student will not be eligible 
to exit EL status.

• If the student has not started any testing, the student can be 
placed in a new test session at the new school and begin 
testing.

Student Mobility – To a New District

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�When a new student from a different district arrives during the testing window, you should contact the ELAC from the original district first to see if the student has started testing and which subtests were taken. To view ELAC Contact Information: http://edsight.ct.gov/SASPortal/main.doIf testing has started, the same test ticket must be securely sent, and the student MUST finish testing with that test ticket in the original test session. If this does not occur, the student will not receive an Overall score and the student will not be eligible to exit EL status.If the student has not started any testing, the student can be placed in a new test session at the new school and begin testing.Test results for the student will remain at the previous district, which was the one where the test session and test ticket were created in the DRC INSIGHT Portal.Again, test results in EdSight follow the student.And now Cristi will take over the next few slides on test practices and appeals.

http://edsight.ct.gov/SASPortal/main.do


CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Maintaining a Secure Test Environment

A secure test environment includes:

• Protecting secure materials from view by other students, 
teachers, parents, school staff, or other individuals

• Refraining from sharing items or other secure test materials

• Administering the LAS Links only through the password-
protected testing environment

• Restricting student access to content related resources, 
electronic devices, and photography technology

• Ensuring a quiet test-taking environment, void of 
distractions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The LAS Links is an online test, and all test forms and materials are available in the DRC Test Delivery System, INSIGHT. Secure handling of test materials protects the integrity and confidentiality of test items and the validity of student results. It is essential that unauthorized persons are prevented from accessing or viewing LAS Links content in the Test Delivery System or in an accommodated/paper form. Beyond protecting the content of the assessment, it is imperative that proctors actively monitor students, ensuring that students refrain from using electronic devices during the test. Proctors also need to provide a quiet test environment that is free from distractions.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Inappropriate Test Practices

Inappropriate test practices should be reported to the ELAC 
immediately.

• Changing the wording of directions, items, or response 
options

• Using prompting, including hand-over-hand, and 
referencing related materials or experiences 

• Providing students with a preview of the LAS Links

• Providing or changing answers

• Teaching test content immediately before the test or the 
administration of an item

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Each session has its own directions and proctors must administer all test items according to instructions provided in the online environment. Modifications or changes are not permitted and are considered inappropriate test practices and therefore, a test irregularity.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Inappropriate Test Practices

Inappropriate test practices should be reported to the ELAC 
immediately.

• Allowing the use of electronic devices or photography 
technology during testing

• Sharing test items, content, or forms, either in writing, 
verbally, or through photography, phone cameras, or 
recording devices with colleagues, parents, the public, or 
students

• Leaving any test materials or the Test Delivery System 
unattended

• Allowing an individual not employed by the district to 
administer the LAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any inappropriate test practices must be reported immediately so there is time to fairly address the situation. This includes the use of electronic devices, and the sharing or mishandling of test materials.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Inappropriate Test Practices

If a test proctor demonstrates inappropriate proctoring, 
such as providing or modifying student answers or using 
secure test materials inappropriately, the ELAC should 
contact the Student Assessment Office immediately at 
860-713-6860.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 If a test proctor demonstrates inappropriate proctoring, such as providing or modifying student answers or using secure test materials inappropriately, the ELAC should contact the Student Assessment Office immediately.We can be reached at 860-713-6860.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Appeals

Testing irregularities include:
• interruptions in testing such as a fire drill or technical issue
• test accidently submitted
• incorrect directions shared 
• incorrect assessment accommodations provided 
• a student who is eligible for the CTAA is tested 
• use of a mobile device during testing

The ELAC provides necessary information via electronic 
submission on the LAS Links Appeals form for 2021-22.

CT LAS Links Appeals Form 2021-22 will be available by 
December 2021.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recognize that errors occur during testing, which is why we have the appeals process. All appeals should be entered on the LAS Appeals Form. These include internet outages or fire drills, test administration errors, or student improprieties.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The ELAC receives a link to the LAS Links Appeals Submission 
in an Appeals Process email from CSDE.

• ELAC enters required information.

• Appeals are reviewed in a timely manner by CSDE. 

• ELACs are notified when the request is completed or if 
more information is required. 

• Stop testing the student until the appeal is approved!

Appeals Process for Online Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The ELAC should be the only one to enter the appeal in the form. We say that to avoid confusion. You will be reminded upon completion of the appeals form to stop testing the student until the appeal is approved. We work diligently on the appeals and will respond within a day to all requests. 



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Actions to Resolve Appeals

Unlock: student re-enters a subtest with the same ticket starting 
where the left off but can access all items. For Listening and 
Speaking subtests the student will not be able to return to 
previously viewed items. 

Unlock does not require documentation to be submitted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some appeals are solved simply by unlocking the test. We had over 70 students submit the test before they were done. The ELAC can simply submit an appeal for an unlock, which allows that student to reenter the same test where they left off. In the reading and writing subtests, students will be able to see items they already marked. In Listening and Speaking however, students will not be able to return to any items they previously viewed.I should note that unlocking tests can lead to security issues and should be used sparingly. The CSDE does not ask for any documentation to unlock a test.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Actions to Resolve Appeals

Regenerate: subtest is cleared, and student starts at item #1 
with a new test ticket. A new password is generated across all 
subtests in the test session, which requires the printing of a new 
test ticket.

If a regenerate is requested, the student is expected to test that 
subtest in the existing test session. 

If a test ticket switch occurs, one or both tests will be 
regenerated.

If another test session is created, the student will not 
receive an Overall score because merging of subtests is not 
possible for Form E.

Regenerate requires documentation be submitted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of reasons why a test might need to be regenerated, or cleared, allowing a student to begin anew with item #1. Many of the reasons are linked to an administration error, such as incorrect or missing accommodations or supports, switched tickets, incorrect directions, taking the live test when the administrator meant to give the practice test – all of these situations would justify a regenerated test. Because students are directly impacted by these types of errors, the CSDE does require documentation from the ELAC, which we will explain in detail in a moment. It is important to note that when a request for regeneration is submitted by the ELAC, all the testing for that student must stop until you receive further directions from the CSDE. Once the test is regenerated, a new ticket will be issues with a new password. That new ticket must be used in all remaining subtests for that student. If a new test session is inadvertently created by the district, that student will not receive an Overall score. 



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Actions to Resolve Appeals

Invalidate: a subtest may be invalidated which will appear as 
Invalid (INV) for reporting. Other subtests not indicated as invalid 
will be reported normally. If an INV is applied to one or more 
domains, the student will not receive an Overall score.

Invalidate requires documentation be submitted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Administration errors can lead to the testing of students who are not eligible to take the LAS Links, the testing of a student multiple times, or the testing of a student using the wrong grade-level assessment. These situations all call for an invalidation of the test or subtest. When this type of appeal is filed, we ask that you immediately stop testing that student, and that documentation is sent to the CSDE, which will be explained in the next slide. Once the appeal is approved, you can determine next steps.



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Appeals Documentation

The ELAC must first fax a signed letter on district/school 
letterhead to Performance Office Irregularities at 860-713-7033 
before the appeal can be approved. The letter must include:

• The student’s grade, SASID, and the name of the subtest;

• The date and a detailed explanation;

• The name of the proctor involved;

• A description of the discussion with parents/guardians
explaining the irregularity and options offered; and,

• Procedures to ensure this type of irregularity is not 
repeated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Documentation may be required in specific cases but is almost always required for regenerate or invalidate requests. The ELAC must provide a letter to the CSDE on their district or school letterhead, which should include the student’s information, a detailed explanation of the situation that occurred, the name of the proctor, and procedures that will be enacted to ensure this type of irregularity doesn’t reoccur. In some situations, especially those where a student completed a session in error, the district must contact the parent or guardian to explain the administration error and offer them the option of retesting their child or invalidating the session. Because these letters contain student specific information, they should never be emailed. Using the fax feature on your computer, please send them to the Performance Office Irregularities number at 860-713-7033.Please don’t hesitate to contact the CSDE for guidance on potential test irregularities and next steps.Handing the presentation back to Lori to show you ways to check participation throughout the test window.



Checking Testing Status
District or School Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s learn about how you can check the testing status at the district or school level. This is especially important to ensure sites are testing early enough throughout the test window and that all eligible students are being tested.



Test Management Application
Check the Status of a Test Session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An aggregate view of a Test Session status can help you prior to, during, and after testing. There is a Status Summary available only to you.Within the tab “Manage Test Sessions” of the Test Management Application, check the status of all Test Sessions in that school or district to see the number of students that have not started, those in progress, and the number of students that have Completed the Test Session using the “Status Summary” tab. It is highly recommended that as you create your Test Sessions, you use this Status Page to confirm all students have been assigned to the Test Session. For example, if you are testing 20 students for Test Session A, when you click Status Summary you should see each Domain listed with the quantity of 20 students. If you only have 19, you know 1 student is missing.



Report Delivery > Status Reports > Daily Cumulative Student 
Status Report will display all students in a test session (on an 
individual line per domain), regardless of whether they have started the 
test session. Report will show the test status for each student including 
start and submit times, and the ticket status.

Status Reports
Check the Daily Cumulative Student Status Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a student level report available at a district level – Michael and I review this report every week for the whole state – it really is a beneficial report to review – 	this report will provide you a view of tests started, in progress and complete for your district or school.Go to - Report Delivery > Status Reports > and make the selection for the Daily Cumulative Student Status Report.This report will display all students in a test session. Students will be displayed on an individual line per domain regardless of whether they have started the test session or not. This report will show the test status for each student including start and submit times, and the ticket status.This is an effective report and I highly suggest running this report once a week to ensure and encourage early testing.



Checking the Status of Testing
Using the Student Dashboard

School Level Only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides the Daily Cumulative Report, there is also the Student Status Dashboard.  However, this one can only be reviewed at a school level.



Student Status Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get to the dashboard, select Student Management from the My Applications drop-down menu.



Student Status Dashboard

• Once you have chosen the Student Status Dashboard Application, 
the next page will ask you for a site name or site code. Your site code is 
displayed anytime your site name is displayed. 

• Type either your site name or code into the Select a Site box.
• This dashboard can only run status reports at the School level, it 

cannot produce District level reports.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have chosen the dashboard, you’ll need to type in your site name or number Then run the report, which is generated at the school level.



• The Student Status Dashboard provides a graphical presentation of 
Status by School, by Grade, by Content Area, and Assessment.

• If you hover over any color, the dashboard will provide student counts.
• Click on the icon in the right-hand corner of each chart to make the 

dashboard a list.

Student Status Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graphical presentation of the status is provided. The dashboard provides status by school, by grade, by content area and, if you hover over data, you will be provided with counts.You can toggle to a chart format if that is preferred.



When you click on one of the bars (or circles), you will be provided with 
a student roster with time stamps at the bottom of the page. 

Student Status Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom of the Dashboard contains a roster of students and their testing status by domain.This report can be exported but be mindful that this dashboard constantly updates as testing occurs.



After Test Administration 
Reminders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wow – we have thrown a lot at all of you! Let’s recap with a few helpful reminders. 



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

After Testing

• You will only be able to see that a student participated in the 
LAS Links test.

• There will be no On-Demand Reporting during the testing 
window 

• Reports will be available in DRC INSIGHT Interactive 
Reporting, Student Proficiency and On-Demand Reports upon 
CSDE validation of data after the test window closes.

• Reports will be released in EdSight after the testing window 
closes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the test window you will only be able to see that students have participated by reviewing the Student Status Dashboard or the Daily Cumulative file mentioned in this training.We mentioned at the beginning that CSDE is testing the Form E Operational field test form this year. Because DRC psychometrics and test development team needs to conduct analysis on this test form, we are not able to make results immediately available like you have been used to. This means On-Demand Reporting will not be available throughout the test window. You will not have access to any preliminary results during the test window.Your access to On-Demand Reporting will be available at the same time as Interactive Reports and Student Proficiency (Batch Download) reports which will be after the test window closes.DRC and CSDE will be updating the Form E flyer available on the CSDE DRC LAS Links website in December to further explain the analysis that needs to be conducted and why analysis is being performed. 



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Reminders

 Communicate:
 with District Administrators (DA) in TIDE
 with SPED Directors
 with your peers before, during, and after testing

 Identify ELs who are eligible for the Alternate Assessment 
System and not eligible for LAS Links. Be sure they are not 
tested.

 Clarify and enter accommodations during the 
accommodations window prior to testing the student

 Do not manually add students to the portal. PSIS data is sent 
to DRC daily. Let the system provide the accurate data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began this training by explaining that we would be addressing the top issues that effected testing last year. As the test window approaches for this year, we hope that you will communicate regularly with those colleagues who engage in various capacities with your districts' students, including District Test Administrators and Special Education Directors before, during, and after testing. Special education directors and teachers should help you identify ELs who are eligible for the Alternate Assessment System by the established deadline, recognizing these students will not test using the LAS Links. Beyond that, those same colleagues can support you as you clarify which accommodations or supports dually identified English learners are entitled to on the assessment. Take your time and carefully enter all the appropriate accommodations during the accommodations window before the student even begins testing. And, if a student starts testing without the correct accommodations, stop immediately and file an appeal with required documentation. Be sure all information is updated in PSIS and never manually add a student to the portal.  



CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Reminders

 Be careful not to place students in multiple sessions. 
Sessions cannot be merged.

 Organize testing schedule early and share with staff. Build in 
extra time.

 Provide accommodations to eligible students during testing.

 Ensure that the correct ticket is given is to the correct student.

 Train all staff administering the LAS Links and be sure they 
are actively proctoring!’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please, be careful not to place students in multiple sessions. I know we have repeated this warning throughout the training, but we cannot merge any sessions and the students who are incorrectly tested in more than one session will not receive Overall scores and will not be able to exit EL status regardless of their performance on the assessment.Many of the irregularities in testing can be eradicated if all staff administering the LAS Links are appropriately trained and actively proctoring. This includes carefully checking the tickets before testing students to avoid ticket switches, retesting students in error, or even administering the Live LAS Links instead of the Practice Test (Online Tools Training). Lastly, we understand that even the most fastidious educator makes mistakes. We are here to help, but we ask that all irregularities be reported in a timely manner with the required documentation. At this point we are going to respond to a few questions and then move onto the student experience. If you have no questions you are free to drop – we’ll give folks a few minutes.



LAS Links Online
Student Experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point in the presentation, we will review the student’s testing experience. This is similar to previous years. For those of you familiar with this portion of the training you may drop from this call. This slide deck and the Student Experience portion will be made available on the CSDE DRC LAS Links website. If you are leaving, please be aware that contact information for the team members from the CSDE and DRC is at the end of this training.  



Estimated Total Time to Complete
Administration of Each Subtest

NOTE: For scheduling purposes these times are recommended to complete 
administration of each subtest and include setup, logins, etc. in addition to testing

Subtest Area Estimated Time

Speaking 15 minutes – all Grades

Listening 35 minutes – Grades K, 1, 6-8, and 9-12
30 minutes – Grades 2-3, 4-5 

Reading 40 minutes – Grades K, 1, 2-3, and 4-5
50 minutes – Grades 6-8 and 9-12

Writing 30-35 minutes – Grades K, 1
40 minutes – Grades 2-12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the estimated times to complete administration of each subtest. This does not include calibrating headsets or any type of student preparation (e.g., tutorials). LAS Links is an UNTIMED test. Please use these estimated times for planning purposes only.Please notice there are 6 LAS Links test grade spans. They are:K, 1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, and 9-12All tests are designed the same way, administered the same way, scored the same way and result in providing one of the five LAS Links Proficiency levels across each subtest as well as an overall Proficiency Level. Note: The difference across the test grade spans are the actual items. They have been designed to be age appropriate. For example, if you may see an item type of a crayon in the K test, you will not see that item in the older age bands. 



Student Experience Components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are icons of what the student will see when they go to practice the tools or take the live test. The student will first select the DRC INSIGHT Online Assessments and then they’ll be presented with the LAS Links logo to access the practice test or the live test sign in.



LAS Links Online: Student Experience

Student Access:
PC/MAC/iPAD/Chromebook

Chrome browser must be used if you are on Windows, 
macOS, ChromeOS, or Linux Devices. If you are on an 
iPad, you must use the Safari Browser.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The LAS Links Practice Test is highly recommended prior to live testing. Student technology readiness should be determined during the practice test.The practice test can run with the GOOGLE CHROME web browser if students are on Windows, macOS, Chrome OS, or Linux devices. If students are using an iPAD – Safari should be used. 



How do Students Access LAS Links? 

After students are assigned to a test session, they should 
click on this icon to start the test.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students will click on the LAS Links Online Assessment Icon on the desktop They will use the credentials shown on the test ticket to log the student into his/her test sessionOn the live test ticket - Login and Passwords are unique to each student. 



Welcome to the Test!Student(s) should confirm that their 
profile is correct before testing starts.

Joe E. Sample

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students should confirm that their profile, including spelling of first and last name and grade are all accurate.If a student has the Text-to-Speech accommodation, you and the student will see “TTS” listed on this page. All other (including Category 3 accommodations), will not appear here on this screen.



• Student is presented 
with the assigned 
subtests in the Test 
Session.

• Student clicks the 
subtest to begin. 

• Subtests do not have 
to be taken in any 
order.

Initial view will have these 4 subtests available.

Student View of Subtests

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Test Ticket will present the students with the subtests they have been assigned to take. All Students should be assigned all 4 subtests. The Student will click on the subtest to launch that specific test. You can assign these in any order.



LAS Links Online:
SPEAKING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the Student Experience for the Speaking subtest.



Speaking

Speaking Skill Areas Scoring

Make Conversation Correct, Incorrect, No Response

Use Academic Words Correct, Incorrect, No Response

Describe and Request 
Information Constructed Response

Present and Explain Information Constructed Response

Tell a Story Constructed Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 5 sections within the Speaking Subtest.Make Conversation & Use Academic Words are scored with Correct, Incorrect, or No Response.The other 3 sections are Holistically scored using different rubrics.As DRC will be scoring this test, we will NOT be reviewing the rubrics in this training session. But, if you are interested in how the test is scored, you can find those documents on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links website.



Student is presented with 
the subtests they have 
been assigned in the Test 
Session.

Student clicks the subtest 
proctor assigns. 

Joe E. Sample

Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once instructed, the student will click on the test link Speaking to start taking the Speaking subtest.



Workstation Sound Check

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder Headset Specifications are on available on the Connecticut DRC LAS Links Website.Just like the student saw in the Practice Test – they are presented with the Workstation Sound Check.Students should follow the instructions provided to check the headset and microphone are working. This also gives the student one last opportunity to practice using the record and stop buttons. The student will Click Record. Say their name into the microphone. Then, say the name of their school.Click Stop.



Workstation Sound Check

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The student will Listen. They will be asked if they hear a playback of what you just said/recorded? If yes, the student should click “I heard my recording”.If not, the student should be instructed to raise their hand and ask for help. The proctor will then troubleshoot the headset setup.



Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

The volume can 
be adjusted at any 
time.

Click the record button 
to record.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a practice item in the Speaking Test. Each section is introduced with at least one practice item so that the student is shown what they are going to be asked to do in that section.Students will then click the record button to record their response. In the practice items and throughout the actual test, students will not hear back their response. (That only happens in the Workstation setup section)If a student inadvertently mutes the microphone by clicking mute on the headset, the computer cannot recognize sound and the student may give a response that goes unrecorded. Be careful not to mute the microphone.



When recording, dot turns 
green. When the student has 
10 seconds left to record, 
circle will begin to turn red.

Students can record up to 3 
times. The final version will 
be the recording of record 
and will be available for 
scoring.

Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the student is recording, the dot turns green. When the student has 10 seconds left to record, the circle will begin to turn red.Students can record up to 3 times, the last recording will be the recording of record and will be the recording available for scoring.



Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

104

If a student has a box pop up on 
their screen during testing, that 
student is attempting to skip to 
the next question without 
answering. They should click the 
green Return to Question
button to stay on this question 
and answer the question.

If the student is done with 
a question, they click 
Next to move to the next 
question.

Students cannot go back 
to previous speaking 
questions once a student 
clicks Next during the 
Speaking test.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a student has chosen to click the “Next” button prior to providing an answer to an item, a pop-up box will appear on their screen during testing. They are then presented with two options. They should click “Return to the Question” to stay on this item and answer the question or they can click Next to move to the next item.Students cannot go back to previous Speaking items. Once a student clicks Next during the Speaking test, they cannot return to that item. 



Students will see 
what number item 
they are on by 
looking in the upper 
left-hand corner.

Highlighter, notepad, 
magnifier, and line 
guide are available 
for all students. Visit 
the Practice Test to 
see how they are 
used.

Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students will see what number they are on by looking in the upper left-hand corner.The tools available to the students are also available at the top of the page. The highlighter, notepad, magnifier and line guide tools are available to all students. The Practice Test is available to use prior to testing to learn how each tool is used.



Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Student does have some Options available to them in regard to the presentation of the test. By clicking on the Options button, a student can change the color choices, contrasting color, reverse contrast and the masking.The Option button does appear on every page of testing but must be adjusted at the start of each new domain (and will need to be adjusted again if they pause and/or exit a domain).



Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top right-hand corner of the page offers the student Help. A pop up containing the Help options appears after the “Question mark” button is clicked. This is a robust resource for the student, providing information on Test Directions, Tools, How to, Navigation and other Options.



Students should 
click Pause if they 
need a break. 
Pausing allows the 
student to resume 
where they left off. A 
20-minute timer will 
start and if not fully 
exited, the system 
will log the student 
out and student will 
be able to log back 
in and start where 
they left off.

Test-Taking Tips: Speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students should click PAUSE if they need a break. Pausing allows the student to resume where they left off. A 20-minute timer will start and if not fully exited, the system will log the student out and student will be able to log back in and start where they left off with the same test ticket.A best practice is to have a student go ahead and exit the test instead of holding up the device for the 20-minute countdown. The student will use their same/original credentials to log back in. The student does not need to log back into that same device. Their test follows them with their credentials.



LAS Links Online:
LISTENING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s examine the Student Experience when taking the Listening subtest.



Listening

Listening Skill Areas Scoring

Listen for Information Multiple-Choice

Listen for Academic Instruction Multiple-Choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two sections within the Listening Subtest. All of the items in this section are multiple choice type questions.



Student is presented with the 
subtests they have been 
assigned in the Test Session.

Student clicks the subtest 
proctors assigns. 

Joe E. Sample

Listening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once instructed, the student will click on the test link Listening to start taking the Listening subtest. Please note, if a student has already taken a subtest, it will disappear off of the list – as demonstrated on this slide. This ensures that no student takes a single subtest more than one time.



Student will see 
what number 
they are on by 
looking in the 
upper left-hand 
corner.

Highlighter, notepad, 
magnifier, and line guide are 
available to all students. Visit 
the Practice Test to see 
how they are used and to 
practice using them.

Test-Taking Tips: Listening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students will see what number they are on by looking in the upper left-hand corner.The tools available to the students are also available at the top of the page. The highlighter, notepad, magnifier and line guide tools are available to all students. 



Click play to 
hear the 
question.

Check Your 
Answer on 
practice items is 
optional and is 
only available on 
the practice test.

Once the student 
is finished with a
test question,
they click Next to
move to the next
question.

Test-Taking Tips: Listening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The student will click to hear the question. They will select their answer and then, if they choose, they will click to “check your answer”. This is an optional feature that only appears within the Practice items.Once a student is finished with an item, they click “Next” to move to the next item.



Test-Taking Tips: Listening

If a student has a box pop 
up on their screen during 
testing, that student is 
attempting to skip to the 
next question without 
answering. They should 
click the green Return to 
Question button to stay on 
this question and answer 
the question.

If the student is done with 
a question, they click 
Next to move to the next 
question.

Students cannot go back 
to previous speaking 
questions once a student 
clicks Next during the 
Listening test.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a student has chosen to click the “Next” button prior to providing an answer to an item, a popup box will appear on their screen during testing. They are then presented with two options. They should click “Return to the Question” to stay on this item and answer the question or they can click Next to move to the next item.Students cannot go back to previous Listening items. Once a student clicks Next during the Listening test, they cannot return to that item. 



LAS Links Online:
READING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s share what the student experiences when taking the Reading subtest.



Reading Skill Areas Scoring

Read Words (K-3 only) Multiple-Choice

Read School Texts (NA for K) Multiple-Choice

Read Academic Texts Multiple-Choice

Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 3 sections within the Reading subtest, all of which are multiple choice.



Student is presented with the 
subtests they have been 
assigned in the Test Session.

Student clicks the subtest 
proctor assigns.

Joe E. Sample

Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once instructed, the student will click on the test link Reading to start taking the Reading subtest.



In most cases, Directions will auto 
play. To replay, click the replay button 
as soon as it becomes available, 
which is after the audio has fully 
played the first time.

Students should click 
Pause if they need a 
break. Pausing 
allows the student to 
resume where they 
left off.

Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Reading subtest, in most cases, the Directions will auto play. To replay, click the replay button as soon as it becomes available. This will be after the audio has fully played the first time.Students should click PAUSE if they need a break. Pausing allows the student to resume where they left off.



Once the student is done
with a question, the 
student should click Next
to move to the next
question.

In Reading, the student 
can check to see what 
number they are on and 
can skip back and forth 
between questions.

Test-Taking Tips: Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Reading, the student can check to see what number they are on and can skip back and forth between questions.Once a student is done with an item, they click “Next” to move to the next item.



Students may skip ahead and come
back to questions for further review.

Students should click the Flag button to
indicate which items they wish to revisit. 

Student can review/end 
test at any time during 
the test to see what 
items remain 
unanswered or flagged.

Test-Taking Tips: Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student can review/end test at any time during the test to see what items remain unanswered or flagged.Students may skip ahead and come back to questions for further review. Students should click the Flag button to indicate which items they wish to revisit. When the student gets to the review page at the end of this section, the student can easily find any questions they want to review.



For some items, a scroll 
bar is used to read the 
text below.

Test-Taking Tips: Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note that for some items, a scroll bar is used to read the text below.



Once Reading is 
complete, the 
student is given 
the opportunity to 
review items and 
return to any 
items they left 
blank, they 
flagged, or they 
answered and 
just would like to 
review. Once they 
have completed 
their review, they 
click End Test.

Test-Taking Tips: Reading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the Reading subtest is complete, the student is given the opportunity to review items and return to any items they left blank, they flagged, or they answered and just would like to review. Once they have completed their review, they click End Test.



LAS Links Online:
WRITING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now take a look at the Student Experience when taking the Writing subtest.



Writing

Writing Skill Areas Scoring

Start Writing (K-1 only) Constructed-Response

Write to Express Ideas (all grades) Constructed-Response

Write Academic Texts (1-12 only) Constructed-Response

Use Grammar and Conventions (all grades) Multiple-Choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Writing section is mostly multiple-choice. But there are also some constructed response type items that will be scored by DRC.



Joe E. Sample

Student is presented with the 
subtests they have been assigned 
in the Test Session.

Student clicks the subtest the 
proctor assigns.

Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once instructed, the student will click on the test link Writing to start taking the Writing subtest.



Student uses the keyboard 
and types their answer(s) 
into the box.

Test-Taking Tips: Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the writing subtest, Student will use the keyboard and type their answer(s) into the box.



Student can utilize 
the writing tools as 
desired.

Once the student is 
finished with a test 
question, the student 
should click Next to
move to the next
question.

Test-Taking Tips: Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student can utilize the writing tools as desired.And, once a student is done with an item, they click “Next” to move to the next item.



In Writing, the student can check to 
see what number they are on and 
can skip back and forth between 
questions.

Student can review/end test at any time 
during the test to see what items remain 
unanswered or flagged.

Students may skip
ahead and come back to
questions for further
review. Students should 
click the Flag button to
so when the student 
gets to the review page 
at the end, the student
can easily find any
questions they want to
review.

Test-Taking Tips: Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Writing, the student can check to see what number they are on and can skip back and forth between questions.Student can review/end test at any time during the test to see what items remain unanswered or flagged.Students may skip ahead and come back to questions for further review. Students should click the Flag button to so when the student gets to the review page at the end, the student can easily find any questions they want to review.



Once Writing is 
complete, the 
student is given 
the opportunity to 
review items and 
return to any 
items they left 
blank, flagged, or 
answered and 
just would like to 
review. Once they 
have completed 
their review, they 
click End Test.

Test-Taking Tips: Writing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once Writing is complete, the student is given the opportunity to review items and return to any items they didn’t answer, indicated by an empty box; any items they flagged, indicated by the placement of the flag next to the item number; or those they answered, indicated by a box with a check mark. All items can be returned to for review, answer change or attempt.  Once they have completed their review, they click End Test. It is not until the END TEST button has been clicked that the answers will be submitted.



CSDE Contact Information

Janet Stuck
Special Populations Consultant
Performance Office, Bureau of Student Assessment
860.713.6837 or Janet.Stuck@ct.gov

Michael Sabados
Education Consultant
Performance Office
860.713.6856 or Michael.Sabados@ct.gov

Cristi Alberino
Education Consultant
Performance Office
860.713.6862 or Cristi.Alberino@ct.gov

Megan Alubicki-Flick
English Learner Consultant

Turnaround Office
860.713.6786 or Megan.Alubicki@ct.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is contact information for our team at the CSDE. They are always available to answer questions!

mailto:Janet.Stuck@ct.gov
mailto:Michael.Sabados@ct.gov
mailto:Cristi.Alberino@ct.gov
mailto:Megan.Alubicki@ct.gov


DRC Contact Information

LAS Links Help Desk
866.282.2250 Option 2 (7:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. EDT) 
or LASLinksHelpDesk@datarecognitioncorp.com

LAS Links Project Manager
John Caliendo
855.839.1181 Option 2
LASLinksPM@datarecognitioncorp.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are always available to help – DRC can be contacted using the LAS Links Help Desk phone number of email address.

mailto:LASLinksHelpDesk@datarecognitioncorp.com
mailto:LASLinksPM@datarecognitioncorp.com
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